Electron density fluctuations accelerate the branching of positive streamer discharges in air.
Branching is an essential element of streamer discharge dynamics. We review the current state of theoretical understanding and recall that branching requires a finite perturbation. We argue that, in current laboratory experiments in ambient or artificial air, these perturbations can only be inherited from the initial state, or they can be due to intrinsic electron-density fluctuations owing to the discreteness of electrons. We incorporate these electron-density fluctuations into fully three-dimensional simulations of a positive streamer in air at standard temperature and pressure. We derive a quantitative estimate for the ratio of branching length to streamer diameter that agrees within a factor of 2 with experimental measurements. As branching without this noise would occur considerably later, if at all, we conclude that the intrinsic stochastic particle noise triggers branching of positive streamers in air at atmospheric pressure.